Elevator Technology

Modular modernisation solution
Schindler smart mrl *

Elevator improvements designed for your property
thyssenkrupp’s new modular modernisation
solution can adapt to all existing installations, regardless of the component type
and its manufacturer.

We modernise the installation and extend its life, while protecting
the environment and your budget.
Widely used and tested technologies, plus flexibility in
parts supply are the perfect match for your modernisation
project. Guaranteeing more reliable installations in terms
of accessibility, quality and performance, including flexibility
in choice of your maintenance provider.
Our expertise offers superior service ensuring that even
small measures updating efficiency and reliability can lead
to maximum success in improving installations.

Daily advantages of the modernisation solution
	Adaptable maintenance through
flexible components
Quick installation time
Independent from original manufacturer

Environmentally friendly
Cost effective and high quality
	Optimised performance through
intelligent upgrades

Easy to adapt to original manufacturer
Tailor-made to suit your properties needs
	Improved safety using the highest
industry standards

Contact
Elevator Technology
thyssenkrupp Elevator UK Ltd., 120 Leman Street, London E1 8EU
marketing.tkeuk@thyssenkrupp.com, www.thyssenkrupp-elevator.com/uk/

* "Schindler smart mrl" is a trademark of Inventio AG.There is no commercial connection between
the thyssenkrupp Group and Inventio AG or Schindler Aufzüge AG.
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Modernisation solution options
Our budget-friendly modernisation
solutions come in two different packages
customised to fit the status of your
elevator and technical requirements.
Solutions begin with the Basic Kit to
improve sustainability and solve many of
the causes of frequent lift breakdowns.

Package specifics

The addition of machine replacement to the Basic Kit brings
even better reliability for more difficult cases. Through the
latest standards in traction technology and safety the result is
a smoother and optimised ride for passengers.
By addressing the most essential parts of your lift, these
cost-effective packages improve both comfort and machine
reliability.
These modernisation options have a very fast delivery and
implementation time thanks to our pre-engineered solutions
and improved supply chain.
In addition to the standard parts, you can choose special
technical or design options to match your building’s style and
additional needs. Let yourself be advised by one of our
modernisation experts.
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Basic Kit

Basic plus Machine Kit

Keep maintenance time and cost low, improving
sustainability and reliability.

Increase comfort for a smoother ride through optimised
technology modernisation.

Fast and efficient modernisation time in your building.

Improve performance and reduce energy costs.
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